Four experiments are reported that deal with pitch perception of harmonic complex tones containing up to 11 successive harmonics. In particular, the question is raised whether the pitch percept of the missing fundamental is mediated only by low-order resolvable harmonics, or whether it can also be conveyed by high-order harmonics that the cochlea fails to resolve. Melodic interval identification performance was found to remain significantly above chance level even if the range of harmonics extended from the 20th to the 30th. Just-noticeable differences (jnd) in the pitch of the missing fundamental were found to increase with increasing harmonic order, but to level off when all harmonics are above the 12th. These results are consistent with the notion of the existence of two distinct neural pitch mechanisms in the auditory system, but are, in principle, also compatible with a single central-spectrum mechanism that uses the interspike interval histograms of auditory-nerve fibers as inputs.
INTRODUCTION
The perceptual phenomenon "pitch of the missing fundamental" has been known for a century and a half since Seebeck (1841 ) first reported it. It concerns the ability of our auditory system to perceive pitches that correspond to the fundamental frequencies of complex tones while those fundamentals are physically absent. This curious phenomenon can be noticed when one listens to music through severely bandlimited channels like a small transistor radio or a telephone. One can still follow melodies of low-pitched passages without ambiguity, despite the total absence of acoustical energy at the fundamental frequencies of the notes. The phenomenon has received much attention in the psychoacoustical literature, theoretical as well as experimental. Reviews of this literature have been presented by de Boer (1976) and Scharf and Houtsma (1986) .
The oldest explanation of the phenomenon, except perhaps Ohm's ( 1843 ), who dismissed it as an acoustic illusion, was based on the distortion properties of the auditory periphery producing a difference tone (Pipping, 1895; Fletcher, 1924; Hoogland, 1953) . It became apparent, however, that the observed pitch did not always follow the differencetone frequency (Schouten et al., 1962) . The aural-distortion theory was gradually abandoned in favor of Schouten's residue theory (Schouten, 1940) . This theory accounted for the percept of the missing fundamental as follows: (a) The cochlea performs a spectral analysis with limited frequency resolution; (b) unresolved partials yield a signal with a periodic or quasiperiodic envelope at the cochlear output; (c) auditory-nerve fibers trigger on peaks of the cochlear output signal, preserving the (quasi) periodicity of the signal's fundamental frequency in the neural firing pattern. The name residue theory underscored the idea that the fundamental There was also mounting evidence against the residue theory, however. As early as 1956, de Boer suggested, based on his experimental results, that two complementary pitch mechanisms might exist, one for closely spaced unresolved harmonics, and one for widely spaced resolved harmonics. Low-order harmonics, particularly the third through the fifth, were found to be the most effective conveyors of missing fundamental pitch (Plomp, 1967; Ritsma, 1967) . The pitch percept turned out to be rather insensitive to the phases of partials, contrary to what the residue theory predicted (Patterson, 1973; Wightman, 1973a) . Dichotic distribution of harmonics was found to yield the same pitch recognition scores as monotic or diotic distribution (Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972) . Subsequently, formulated theories of pitch perception (Terhardt, 1972; Wightman, 1973b ; Goldstein, 1973) were, accordingly, based on some form of central pattern recognition of aurally resolved tone components, rather than on central detection of a specific signal feature caused by tone interference in the auditory periphery.
This study is concerned with the question whether the abandonment of Schouten's residue principle in favor of a central pattern recognition principle is entirely justified. In particular, we will investigate the possibility of two neural mechanisms or, at least, two different modes of operation by which our auditory system extracts fundamental pitch from resolved low-order harmonics on the one hand, and from unresolved high-order components on the other. There are several reasons for such a dual-mechanism hypothesis. De-spite the aforementioned evidence against the residue principle, it can be shown that a periodic pulse train retains some pitch quality even if all low-order harmonics that could be thought of as resolvable in the cochlea have been removed (Moore and Rosen, 1979) . Hoekstra (1979) found that the just-noticeable difference (jnd) in the missing fundamental of an octave-band wide complex tone remains finite (about 5 Hz) when the missing fundamental becomes very low and the octave band contains many closely spaced harmonics. Stimuli with a flat long-term average spectrum but with a periodic temporal envelope, such as periodically gated or sine-amplitude-modulated white noise, are found to evoke weak pitch sensations (Miller and Taylor, 1948; Burns and Viemeister, 1976 
B. Results and discussion
The results are shown in Fig. 2 . Three features of the data are worth noting. The first is that identification performance for N = 10 is uniformly better than for N-16, the second that in both cases performance degrades with decreasing M, and the third that this degradation of performance is more abrupt for N--10 (somewhere around M = 4) than for N --16. This behavior may be explained as follows.
When the lowest harmonic number of a complex tone equals 10, some combination tones of the series f, = fl --n (f2 --f• ), where f• and f2 are the 10th and 11 th harmonics (Goldstein, 1967) , may very well be audible despite the noise background that was present. For harmonic tone complexes, these combination tones simply act as other low-order harmonics (9th, 8th, etc. ), so that the lower end of the tonal spectrum may be partially resolved in the auditory system. If the number and the strength of these aural combination tones decreases when the number of primary frequencies becomes less than about 5, the number of aurally resolvable frequencies will decrease as well, resulting in a poorer pitch identification score for M•<5. If the average lowest harmonic number N equals 16, however, all tone components including possible aural combination tones will be beyond the limit of aural frequency resolution. Pitch perception and identification, relatively poor as it may be, must then be mediated by a neural mechanism that operates on temporal properties of the signal as a whole. The rather smooth and monotonic score function is consistent with the fact that periodicity of a complex tone signal becomes better defined, particularly in a noise background, when more harmonics are present. Finally, the fact that both score functions degrade when M decreases provides a general consistency with our earlier 2 and 3-tone results (Houtsma and Goldstein, 1971 ) , although the present scores for the case M = 2 are somewhat higher than those found in the earlier study.
III. EXPERIMENT III
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the basis of limitations to pitch identification performance ob- In the same study Moore and Glasberg found that in normal ears, there was no consistent influence of phase on the size of the fundamental pitch DL. The largest value of "lowest harmonic" they tested was six, however, which is according to our findings so far well within the region of aurally resolved frequencies. It was thought interesting to find out whether this apparent phase insensitivity also holds for complexes of nonresolv/tble frequencies (i.e., tones with iV larger than 13). This is attempted in the next experiment. The results of Exps. III and IV, as shown in Fig. 3 , support the idea suggested in the discussion of Exp. I that our auditory system distinguishes, at least from a behavioral point of view, between two regions of stimulus partials. There is the region of low-order, partially resolved harmonics that yields clear fundamental pitch percepts and small pitch DLs that are independent of the phase relations between partials. There is also the region of unresolvable partials that yields weak or ambiguous pitch percepts and relatively large pitch DLs that do depend on phase. Pitch behavior's independence of phase relations between aurally some complex test tone does not necessarily imply that such a test sound evokes pitch in the musical sense. That argument holds, in principle, also for our discrimination experiments (Exps. III and IV). Fig. 4 then implies that the same may be said for the discrimination experiments III and IV.
B. One or two neural pitch mechanisms?
The data represented in Figs. 1 and 3 strongly suggest a behaviorally based separation of a complex tone's harmonics: those of low order and those of high order, with the separation somewhere between the 10th and 13th harmonic. One could argue that this observed behavior implies that there are two distinct and separate neural pitch mechanisms in the auditory system. One mechanism would operate on neural signals, stochastically derived from frequencies that are resolved in the cochlea, by finding a best-matching harmonic template (Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972; Goldstein, 1973) , or, equivalently, by finding a best-fitting common subharmonic (Terhardt, 1972) . Such a mechanism would look only at frequency, and would be rather insensitive to amplitude and phase differences among harmonics. It would be the primary pitch mechanism because it apparently leads to the smallest DLs and to perfect identification of complextone pitches that are separated by a semitone or more. The other mechanism would operate on neural transformations of harmonic clusters that are not resolved in the cochlea, similar to the "residue" mechanism proposed by Schouten (1940) . This mechanism is a secondary or backup mechanism: Because of the vagueness and ambiguity of the pitch percept and the large pitch DLs it yields, it cannot account by itself for normally observed musical behavior. Because neural transformations of unresolved harmonic clusters are expected to be sensitive to phase relations between the harmonics, this secondary pitch mechanism should be phase sensitive, which was found to be the case. Such a dual pitch mechanism was, in more general terms, already proposed by de Boer (1956).
On the other hand, one can argue that there is only one neural pitch mechanism in the central auditory system that yields different performance dependent on its neural input. As an example, let us take the central spectrum pitch processor proposed by Srulovicz and Goldstein (1983) as our central mechanism. In this processor, a central spectrum magnitude at each frequencyf is determined by the response of the auditory-nerve fiber with characteristic frequency fc that matches the frequency f. The interspike interval histogram (ISIH) from each fiber, in response to a tone burst, is passed through a filter matched to the characteristic frequencyfc of the fiber (i.e., is multiplied by a temporal weighting function cos2•rfc t and then integrated to yield a single-valued output for the central spectrum at the frequency f).
If the ear's input is a complex tone of low-order resolvable harmonics, the central spectrum will be approximately represented by the sum of responses to individual harmonics, except for some synchrony-suppression interactions. A case of a five-tone harmonic complex, comprising harmonics 2-6, is, in fact, worked out in the cited paper by Srulovicz and Goldstein, showing a central spectrum with five distinct and rather sharp peaks at the five harmonic frequencies. From this central spectrum, the missing fundamental or pitch is computed by matching it with a harmonic template (Goldstein, 1973) .
If the stimulus is a tone complex with only high-order unresolvable harmonics, added in sine or cosine phase, 8th-nerve fibers responding to such a complex typically exhibit ISIHs in which the interval •-= 1/fo is clearly dominant, where fo is the complex's missing fundamental frequency (Horst et al., 1986) . The matched filters of those fibers that are tuned to multiples offo will catch this interval component of the ISIH and fully count it in their respective contributions to the central spectrum. The matched filters of those fibers not tuned to multiples offo, however, will not count these •-= 1/fo intervals. The central spectrum, therefore, will again show periodic peaks at frequencies that are multiples offo, from whichfo itself can be found with a harmonic template as before. If instead of sine and cosine phases, other phase relations are chosen that diminish the crest factor of the acoustic signal, the ISIHs of 8th-nerve fibers exhibit a more even distribution of intervals at the expense, of course, of the 1/fo interval (Horst, 1989 ). This will result in less pronounced periodic peaks in the central spectrum, leading to a less salient pitch percept, as was found to happen in Exp. IV. It must be pointed out, however, that the SruloviczGoldstein model does not seem very efficient for complextone stimuli with high-order harmonics. Whereas measured ISIHs show that the 1/fo interval is very dominant in just about every fiber that responds to the tone, the central mechanism uses all this information only very indirectly.
Arguments used so far, either in favor of a single or two separate neural pitch mechanisms, have been very qualitative. From the work of Horst et al., it has become evident that models of 8th-nerve timing behavior for one or two-tone stimuli (Siebert, 1970; Colburn, 1973; Johnson, 1974) , used by Srulovicz and Goldstein to predict pitch behavior for some complex tones, should not be used for complexes that have high-order partials. A more thorough quantitative treatment, in which expected performance limits are computed from the stochastic properties of neural data, will have to wait until 8th-nerve behavior for complex-tone stimulation has been more fully explored and modeled. allowed Dr. Smurzynski to spend a year at IPO. The dedicated and patient assistance of subjects Michelle Heinen and Niek Versfeld is gratefully acknowledged.
